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up to the last moment his overwhelming despotic authority aroused false hopes and
deceived his people and his entourage only at the end when i watched the inglorious
collapse and the obstinacy of his final downfall was i able suddenly to fit together
the bits of mosaic i had been amassing for twelve years into a complete picture of his
opaque and sphinx like personality if my contemporaries fail to understand me those who
came after will surely profit from this account otto dietrich when otto dietrich was
invited in 1933 to become adolf hitler s press chief he accepted with the simple
uncritical conviction that adolf hitler was a great man dedicated to promoting peace
and welfare for the german people at the end of the war imprisoned and disillusioned
otto dietrich sat down to write what he had seen and heard in twelve years of the
closest association with hitler requesting that it be published after his death
dietrich s role placed him in a privileged position he was hired by hitler in 1933 was
his confidant until 1945 and he worked and clashed with joseph goebbels his direct
personal experience of life at the heat of the reich makes for compelling reading in
this brilliant strikingly original book historian john lukacs delves to the core of
adolf hitler s life and mind by examining him through the lenses of his surprisingly
diverse biographers since 1945 there have been more than one hundred biographies of
hitler and countless other books on him and the third reich what happens when so many
people reinterpret the life of a single individual dangerously the cumulative portrait
that begins to emerge can suggest the face of a mythic antihero whose crimes and errors
blur behind an aura of power and conquest by reversing the process by making hitler s
biographers rather than hitler himself the subject of inquiry lukacs reveals the
contradictions that take us back to the true hitler of history like an attorney lukacs
puts the biographies on trial he gives a masterly account of all the major works and of
the personalities methods and careers of the biographers one cannot separate the
historian from his history particularly in this arena he looks at what is still not
known and probably never will be about hitler he considers various crucial aspects of
the real hitler and he shows how different biographers have either advanced our
understanding or gone off track by singling out those who have been involved in or co
opted into an implicit rehabilitation of hitler lukacs draws powerful conclusions about
hitler s essential differences from other monsters of history such as napoleon
mussolini and stalin and equally important about hitler s place in the history of this
century and of the world up to the last moment his overwhelming despotic authority
aroused false hopes and deceived his people and his entourage only at the end when i
watched the inglorious collapse and the obstinacy of his final downfall was i able
suddenly to fit together the bits of mosaic i had been amassing for twelve years into a
complete picture of his opaque and sphinx like personality otto dietrich when otto
dietrich was invited in 1933 to become adolf hitler s press chief he accepted with the
simple uncritical conviction that adolf hitler was a great man dedicated to promoting
peace and the welfare for the german people at the end of the war imprisoned and
disillusioned dietrich sat down to write what he had seen and heard in twelve years of
the closest association with hitler requesting that it be published after his death
dietrich s role placed him in a privileged position he was hired by hitler in 1933 and
was a confidant until 1945 and he worked and clashed with joseph goebbels his direct
personal experience of life at the heart in the reich makes for compelling reading
adolf hitler was one of six children born to his mother and one of eight born to his
father from two of his three marriages alois hitler né schicklgruber was an official of
the austrian customs service and the combination of an imperial uniform and a severe
drinking habit seems to have ensured that hitler s father was a drunken bully given to
beating his children if they were not instantly obedient alois had two children alois
junior and angela by his second wife and six by his third hitler s mother clara of whom
four all boys died at birth or in infancy young adolf was therefore left with a half
brother alois and half sister angela and a full sister paula who died in 1960 when
hitler killed himself in april 1945 all his siblings were still living and some had
children of their own so what happened to them the answer is that no one was really
certain until david gardner published this book in 2001 having patiently and
steadfastly tracked down hitler s living relations to the usa and made contact with
some of them now revised and updated this is a fascinating study of a little known side
of hitler s history as well as a riveting account of how the author traced and
contacted the survivors of a bloodline that most of the world probably hoped had become
extinct in depth analysis and narrative prose explain the climate of germany post world
war i and make it clear to students exactly who adolf hitler was and what his political
aspirations for germany were a clear chronology of the early twentieth century will
enlighten readers about the rise of the third reich and its leader h w koch himself a
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former hitler youth brings a unique sensitivity and perspective to the history of one
of the most fascinating vehicles for nazi thought and propaganda he traces the hitler
youth movement from its antecedents in nineteenth century german romanticism and pre
1914 youth culture through the world war i radicaliztion of german youth to its
ultimate exploitation by the nazi party describes the growth of the hitler myth and the
fascination which hitler had for people analyzes the themes and methods used by hitler
based on his book mein kampf and on his speeches including his attacks on the jews
deals especially with his language the phraseology of sacrifice of nature and of
prophecy for material relating to nazi laws against the jews see pp 159 174 in modern
times the recruitment of children into a political organization and ideology reached
its boldest embodiment in the hitler youth founded in 1933 soon after the nazi party
assumed power in germany determining that by age ten children s minds could be turned
from play to politics the regime inducted nearly all german juveniles between the ages
of ten and eighteen into its state run organization the result was a potent tool for
bending young minds and hearts to the will of adolf hitler baldur von schirach headed a
strict chain of command whose goal was to shift the adolescents sense of obedience from
home and school to the racially defined volk and the third reich luring boys and girls
into hitler youth ranks by offering them status uniforms and weekend hikes the nazis
turned campgrounds into premilitary training sites air guns into machine guns sing
alongs into marching drills instruction into indoctrination and children into nazis a
few resisted for personal or political reasons but the overwhelming majority enlisted
drawing on original reports letters diaries and memoirs michael h kater traces the
history of the hitler youth examining the means degree and impact of conversion and the
subsequent fate of young recruits millions of hitler youth joined the armed forces
thousands gleefully participated in the subjugation of foreign peoples and the
obliteration of racial aliens although young they committed crimes against humanity for
which they cannot escape judgment their story stands as a harsh reminder of the moral
bankruptcy of regimes that make children complicit in crimes of the state heinrich
hoffmann was the photographer to kings princes and the glitterati of the first half of
the 20th century his archive of images ran into the millions and he grew to be rich and
moderately famous an assistant in london to emil otto hoppé the undisputed leader of
pictorial portraiture in europe at the time hoffmann returned to germany progressed
through the tumult of wwi into the chaos of the weimar and there he came into contact
with an idealist with a growing following adolf hitler as official court photographer
heinrich hoffmann played a critical role in the painstaking cultivation of hitler s
public image and the glorification of the third reich however his influence stretched
far beyond the realm of propaganda not only was he present during many of the key
moments in the history of the third reich he was also a close personal friend of the
führer with exclusive and intimate access to hitler s inner circle and to the man
himself it was hoffmann who introduced hitler to eva braun his studio assistant it was
also hoffmann with whom hitler was on a trip from munich to hamburg when the führer
received word that his beloved niece geli raubal had committed suicide hoffmann took
over two million photographs of hitler and published several books including the hitler
nobody knows 1933 at the end of the war hoffmann was arrested by the u s military who
seized his photographic archive and was sentenced to imprisonment for nazi profiteering
these memoirs were first published in english in 1955 four years after his release from
prison and represent a crucial eyewitness source for the historian and general reader
alike interpretative study of the hitler state now available in english an important
contribution to the study of totalitarian states adolf hitler remains one of the most
discussed figures in world history every year an untold number of articles and books
are published and television programs and internet pages are produced by respected
historians through to amateur conspiracy theorists one of the consequences of this
continuous flow of stories is that over time increasing numbers of falsehoods and
fabrications have emerged about hitler many of these have subsequently gained credence
by virtue of their constant repetition however bizarre they may be these include such
claims that hitler was impotent contradicted by another myth that he had an
illegitimate son that he had jewish ancestors or that he had killed his niece another
claim one of the most persistent is that he did not commit suicide but escaped berlin
to live in argentina for years after the war despite his well recorded failing health
what is the truth about his corpse his sexual experiences his years of poverty his
complete dominance of his subordinates how much of what we think we know is the result
of intentional or misunderstood modern interpretations many rumours also circulated
during hitler s life and with the passage of time have been presented as facts despite
having no substantial foundation was hitler really a hero of the first world war and if
so why was he not promoted beyond the rank of corporal was he the true author of mein
kampf and did he write a second book that was never published and was hitler initially
a socialist in the hitler myths the author clinically dissects many of these myths
often in a highly amusing fashion as he exposes the inaccuracies and impossibilities of
the stories the myths the familiar and the obscure are discussed chronologically
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following the course of hitler s life in his analysis of each of the myths the author
draws on an array of sources to prove or disprove the rumours and speculations once and
for all brilliant a 5 out of 5 masterpiece evening standard the renowned historian of
the third reich takes on the conspiracy theories surrounding adolf hitler and the nazis
in a vital history book for the post truth age the idea that nothing happens by chance
in history that nothing is quite what it seems to be at first sight that everything
that occurs is the result of the secret machinations of malign groups of people
manipulating everything from behind the scenes is as old as history itself but
conspiracy theories are becoming more popular and more widespread in the twenty first
century nowhere have they become more obvious than in revisionist accounts of the
history of the third reich long discredited conspiracy theories have taken on a new
lease of life given credence by claims of freshly discovered evidence and novel angles
of investigation this book takes five widely discussed claims involving hitler and the
nazis and subjects them to forensic scrutiny that the jews were conspiring to undermine
civilization as outlined in the protocols of the elders of zion that the german army
was stabbed in the back by socialists and jews in 1918 that the nazis burned down the
reichstag in order to seize power that rudolf hess flight to the uk in 1941 was
sanctioned by hitler and conveyed peace terms suppressed by churchill and that hitler
escaped the bunker in 1945 and fled to south america in doing so it teases out some
surprising features these and other conspiracy theories have in common this is a
history book but it is a history book for the age of post truth and alternative facts a
book for our own troubled times heinz linge worked with adolf hitler for a ten year
period from 1935 until the führer s death in the berlin bunker in may 1945 he was one
of the last to leave the bunker and was responsible for guarding the door while hitler
killed himself during his years of service linge was responsible for all aspects of
hitler s household and was constantly by his side he claims that only eva braun stood
closer to hitler over these years here linge recounts the daily routine in hitler s
household his eating habits his foibles his preferences his sense of humor and his
private life with eva braun in fact linge believed hitler s closest companion was his
dog blondi after the war linge said in an interview it was easier for him to sign a
death warrant for an officer on the front than to swallow bad news about the health of
his dog linge also charts the changes in hitler s character during their time together
and his fading health during the last years of the war during his last days hitler s
right eye began to hurt intensely and linge was responsible for administering cocaine
drops to kill the pain in a number of instances such as with the stauffenberg bomb plot
of july 1944 linge gives an excellent eyewitness account of events he also gives
thumbnail profiles of the prominent members of hitler s court hess speer bormann and
ribbentrop amongst them though linge held an ss rank he claims not to have been a nazi
party member his profile of one of history s worst demons is not blindly uncritical but
it is nonetheless affectionate the hitler that emerges is a multi faceted individual
unpredictable and demanding but not of an otherwise unpleasant nature this eyewitness
account was compiled for one man s eyes only those of josef stalin one of the first
biographies of adolf hitler it derives from the testimony of his two closest assistants
interrogated at the soviet leader s command in order to understand the psychology of
his greatest enemy and to be certain that he was dead book jacket more than thirty
years after his first investigation of the nazi underground peter levenda has returned
again and again to his quest for the truth about the true character of the nazi cult
and the people and political movements it has influenced in the decades since the end
of world war ii the wide sweep of this investigation moves from a ku klux klan
headquarters in reading pennsylvania to the new york city office of the palestine
liberation organization from the apartment of a notorious neo nazi leader to an islamic
boarding school headquarters of the man who ordered the bali bombings when levenda
uncovered the existence of a nazi underworld in asia the nexus of religion politics
terrorism and occult beliefs was revealed to be the real domain of the threat to global
security meticulously researched from both archival material and declassified
intelligence agency files to personal interviews and investigations undertaken in asia
europe and latin america the hitler legacy is the story of how the mistakes of the 20th
century have come home to roost in the 21st this book will challenge the conventional
thinking about such subjects as the muslim brotherhood and islamist terrorism and even
about the alleged death of one of history s most infamous killers adolf hitler eighty
two percent of german boys and girls between the ages of ten and eighteen belonged to
hitlerjugend hitler youth or one of its affiliates by the time membership became fully
compulsory in 1939 these adolescents were recognized by the ss an exclusive cadre of
nazi zealots as a source of future recruits to its own elite ranks which were made up
largely of men under the age of thirty in this book gerhard rempel examines the special
relationship that developed between these two most youthful and dynamic branches of the
national socialist movement and concludes that the coalition gave nazism much of its
passionate energy and contributed greatly to its initial political and military success
rempel center his analysis of the hj ss relationship on two branches of the hitler
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youth the first of these the patrol service was established as a juvenile police force
to pursue ideological and social deviants political opponents and non conformists
within the hj and among german youth at large under ss influence however membership in
the organization became a preliminary apprenticeship for boys who would go on to be
agents and soldiers in such ss controlled units as the gestapo and death s head
formations the second the land service was created by hj to encourage a return to farm
living but this battle to reverse the flight from the land took on military
significance as the ss sought to use the land service to create defense peasants who
would provide a reliable food supply while defending the fatherland the transformation
of the patrol and land services like that of the hj generally served ss ends at the
same time that it secured for the nazi regime the practical and ideological support of
germany s youth by fostering in the hitler youth as national community of the young the
ss believed it could convert the popular movement of nazism into a protomilitary
program to produce ideologically pure and committed soldiers and leaders who would keep
the movement young and vital sometimes the smallest detail reveals the most about a
culture in heil hitler the history of a gesture sociologist tilman allert uses the nazi
transformation of the most mundane human interaction the greeting to show how national
socialism brought about the submission and conformity of a whole society made
compulsory in 1933 the hitler salute developed into a daily reflex in a matter of mere
months and quickly became the norm in schools at work among friends and even at home
adults denounced neighbors who refused to raise their arms and children were given tiny
hitler dolls with movable right arms so they could practice the pernicious salute the
constantly reiterated declaration of loyalty at once controlled public transactions and
fractured personal relationships and always the greeting sacralized hitler investing
him and his regime with a divine aura publishers description a candid and revealing
memoir shows a normal boy and a family at war and in its aftermath determined to do
what it took to survive fascinating the great war when adolf hitler and the nazi party
came into power in 1933 he promised the downtrodden demoralized and economically broken
people of germany a new beginning and a strong future millions flocked to his message
including a corps of young people called the hitlerjugend the hitler youth by 1942
hitler had transformed germany into a juggernaut of war that swept over europe and
threatened to conquer the world it was in that year that a nine year old wilhelm
reinhard gehlen took the jungvolk oath vowing to give his life for hitler this is the
story of wilhelm gehlen s childhood in nazi germany during world war ii and the awful
circumstances which he and his friends and family had to endure during and following
the war including a handful of recipes and descriptions of the strange and sometimes
disgusting food that nevertheless kept people alive this book sheds light on the truly
awful conditions and the twisted mistaken devotion held by members of the hitler youth
that it was their duty to do everything possible to save the thousand year reich the
bundle of 31 letters the pages of which had long yellowed with age had lain hidden in
the attic where they were found for over a century only when the razor sharp script was
examined further did historians discover just who had written them and that person
alois was adolf hitler s father born alois schicklgruber on 7 june 1837 the identity of
his biological father still undisclosed alois eventually became a civil servant in the
austrian customs service at around the age of 40 alois changed his family name from
schicklgruber to hitler his infamous son being born some eleven years later the
contents of the re discovered letters have allowed the renowned historian and author
roman sandgruber to reassess the image that we have of alois offering the world a
completely new and authentic impression of the man in hitler s father sandgruber re
examines alois personality and how he significantly shaped the young adolf the letters
also shed further light onto the everyday life of the hitler family as whole a story
which is often characterized by myths inventions and assumptions they have given the
author the opportunity to recount the childhood and youth of the future dictator
painting a dramatic picture of the führer growing up these letters also help answer the
question that is so often asked how could a child from an upper austrian province
seemingly a failure and self taught rise to a position of such power indeed adolf
hitler s father and the province seemingly lay heavily on him until his suicide in the
führerbunker in 1945 the author examines how the young hitler s lowly upbringing may
have affected him in the years that followed years which shaped the history of the
whole world hitler believed himself to be as much an artist as a politician and his
rise to power owed a great deal to the creation of myth around his own personality in
his germany politics and culture became one the cult of celebrity nurtured and driven
by hitler and his acolyte joseph goebbels in their version of hollywood there were
scandals starlets secret agents premieres and the infamous casting couch but one of the
actresses was a soviet agent who held the key to killing the führer hitler and the nazi
cult of celebrity probes the correlation between art and ambition shows how films were
used as weapons and uncovers the sexual predilections of the nazi hierarchy it also
brings to light previously unpublished information about the hitler film goebbels saw
as the greatest story ever told which was in the planning even as hitler himself was
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heading for his own wagnerian finale was hitler just a lone assassin of nations just a
crazy fanatic who somehow managed to take power in a powerful nation and threaten world
domination and destruction do all germans genetically have fascist tendencies the short
answer is no to both of these mythologies and numerous others from hollywood and
similar places yet despite the importance of the subject and shelves full of books and
scholarly writings on the topic only this study by helga zepp larouche and a schiller
institute research team actually approximates a thorough analysis of hitler and the
nazi movement its origins and mystical philosophy its fascist economic policies its
race science its backers and promoters its drug and gun running its terrorism and
assassinations most importantly this book tracks the nazi apparatus transformation into
today s green anti human movement and religious terrorism at the end of the war
intelligence services engaged in a mad scramble to preserve and take over the nazi old
boys networks don t be so sure that the old swastika is gone for good trappings and
tactics have changed somewhat but the threat of global destruction is still hanging
over us read this book and ensure that mankind can overcome the continuing menace and
create a future of progress for all from the time his nazi regime launched world war ii
to the present adolf hitler has frequently been depicted on film he was largely
ridiculed at first since laughter was a powerful weapon and morale booster for nations
at war later representations were more somber and realistic yet hitler s image never
escaped the undertone of scorn this book concentrates exclusively on portrayals of
hitler in feature films and television miniseries the filmography covers films with a
factual historical storyline fictional stories alternate histories parodies and films
where actors playing hitler have a cameo each entry provides production credits an
annotated cast list an analysis and synopsis of the film an evaluation of the actor
playing hitler in terms of the strengths and weaknesses of his portrayal and
representative quotations from the film what did hitler really say about the jews in
his own words adolf hitler has become one of the world s most recognized anti semites
in history barely a day goes by without his name being mentioned in the controlled
media more than sixty years after his death books continue to be produced about hitler
and the third reich by the thousand year after year and as the heap of works mount up
hysterical exaggeration and distortions have become the norm this is particularly so
with the issue of jews and anti semitism the controlled media continues to insist on
the most ludicrous far fetched reasons for hitlerian anti semitism from allegations of
jewish ancestry the medical treatment according his mother to irrational fears or other
psychological babble this book cuts through the lies and propaganda about national
socialist anti semitism by going directly to the source adolf hitler himself to achieve
this task the compiler combed through hundreds of hitler s speeches and his major
writing dating from 1919 to april 1945 the end result of this labor is the production
without commentary in in hitler s own words why he was an anti semite apart from the
expected topics the press finance and politics all of which hitler argued were under
jewish control the subjects addressed include deeper issues which explain the jewish
presence in europe their influence upon society culture and art and race this is a
riveting read from beginning to end and is vital for anyone seeking a real
understanding of the hitler phenomena the second volume of a new chronicle of the third
reich under hitler s hand ending with his death and germany s disastrous defeat in the
hitler years disaster 1940 1945 frank mcdonough completes his brilliant two volume
history of germany under hitler s third reich at the beginning of 1940 germany was at
the pinnacle of its power by may 1945 hitler was dead and germany had suffered a
disastrous defeat hitler had failed to achieve his aim of making germany a super power
and had left her people to cope with the endless shame of the holocaust despite hitler
s grand ambitions and the successful early stages of the third reich s advances into
europe frank mcdonough convincingly argues that germany was only ever a middle ranking
power and never truly stood a chance against the combined forces of the allies in this
second volume of the hitler years professor frank mcdonough charts the dramatic change
of fortune for the third reich and germany s ultimate defeat a lively chronicle of the
1983 sensation in which historians and the media and their credulous public were
tricked by a petty german thief into temporarily rewriting the history of the third
reich handwriting expert hamilton details his role in exposing the hoax and recounts
the circus like trial annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or the classic
eye witness account of nazi germany by hitler s armaments minister and right hand man
inside the third reich is not only the most significant personal german account to come
out of the war but the most revealing document on the hitler phenomenon yet written it
takes the reader inside nazi germany on four different levels hitler s inner circle
national socialism as a whole the area of wartime production and the inner struggle of
albert speer the author does not try to make excuses even by implication and is
unrelenting toward himself and his associates speer s full length portrait of hitler
has unnerving reality the führer emerges as neither an incompetent nor a carpet gnawing
madman but as an evil genius of warped conceits endowed with an ineffable personal
magic new york times the personality of hitler himself can hardly explain his immense
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hold over the german people this study a revised version of a book previously published
in germany under the title der hitler mythos volksmeinung und propaganda im dritten
reich examines how the nazis experts in propaganda accomplished the virtual deification
of the führer based largely on the reports of government officials party agencies and
political opponents dr kershaw charts the creation growth and decline of the hitler
myth the first book to present the so called hitler library it sheds new light on the
readings of hitler and on his techniques how to read a book hitler presented himself as
an ideal reader of schopenhauer nevertheless his remarks destroy that image
particularly if we see how he read ernst jünger richard wagner or paul de lagarde and
how he reread mein kampf the book describes the gnostic character of the phenomenon as
an explication of the success of nazism and that of the hitler myth and challenges the
static views of traditional historiography a collection of 126 items from source
materials documents excerpts from books etc dealing with various aspects of the history
of nazi germany with essays and comments by the editors pp 185 188 survey nazi racist
ideology in reference to the jews see especially ch 13 pp 397 425 the solutions to the
jewish problem 1933 1941 items 94 102 and ch 14 pp 427 455 the death camps 1941 1945
items 103 106 now available in a single abridged paperback ian kershaw s hitler is the
definitive biography of the nazi leader ian kershaw s two volume biography hitler 1889
1936 hubris and hitler 1936 1945 nemesis was greeted with universal acclaim as the
essential work on one of the most malign figures in history from his earliest origins
to the final days of the second world war now this landmark historical work is
available in one single abridged edition tracing the story of how a bitter failed art
student from an obscure corner of austria rose to unparalleled power destroying the
lives of millions and bringing the world to the brink of armageddon supersedes all
previous accounts it is the sort of masterly biography that only a first rate historian
can write david cannadine observer the hitler biography for the twenty first century
richard evans sunday telegraph i cannot imagine a better biography of this great tyrant
emerging for a long while jeremy paxman magisterial anyone who wishes to understand the
third reich must read kershaw for no one has done more to lay bare hitler s morbid
psyche niall ferguson sunday telegraph hitler s secret book is his forthright and
chilling blueprint for world conquest and domination written prior to mein kampf this
manuscript was hitler s first synthesis of his political goals and the methods by which
he intended to achieve them hitler had ordered the book locked away but the manuscript
was unearthed among millions of captured war documents finally brought to light for
readers everywhere hitler s secret book is a fascinating look inside the mind of the
man who molded the third reich originally published in 1953 this masterly study of
heinrich himmler is a forceful dispassionate analysis of a man who rose from obscure
beginnings as an agricultural student to a position of almost absolute power until in
the nazi twilight he challenged hitler himself outwardly insignificant diffident
possessing neither the flamboyance of goering nor the incisiveness of goebbels himmler
head of the dreaded secret police yet made himself the man most feared in the nazi
hierarchy and as much by his friends as his enemies only when the incredible facts
about himmler s extraordinary hold over his colleagues became known were the full
depths of the infamy to which nazism had brought germany revealed based on journalist
willi frischauer s unique knowledge of the background and sequence of events which gave
rise to the hitler regime he manages to unearth the evidence building up stone by stone
the mosaic of himmler s true portrait a fully documented and unforgettable narrative
hitler and the rise of the nazi party begins with an overview of the personality and
early life of adolf hitler and proceeds to examine the early years of the nazi party
and the major factors which led to the growth of support for it among ordinary germans
in particular it looks at organisation and party propaganda during this period and
reassesses some of the commonly assumed reasons for hitlers appointment as german
chancellor in january 1933 what made six ordinary men instigate the terrifying criminal
nazi regime throughout german society and beyond with such enthusiasm and diligence
supported by recently discovered files from all over the world and interviews with
former nazi members and victims guido knopp examines the background and activities of
some of hitler s right hand men here is adolf eichmann who arranged the deportation of
jews in crowded trains before sentencing thousands to a terrifying death as part of the
final solution martin bormann hitler s secretary and deputy who controlled sensitive
papers to influence government policy joachim von ribbentrop hitler s foreign advisor
roland friesler known as the hanging judge on account of his brutality in
administrating nazi law baldur von schirach leader of the hitler youth movement and
joseph mengele the doctor involved in the bizarre genetic experiments on concentration
camp prisoners these very different people all shared an awestruck dedication to hitler
and a deep hatred of the jews fifty six years after adolf hitler s suicide his legacy
lives agonizingly on in myriad forms from hero worshipping tourists at berchtesgaden to
reactionary academics the hitler virus complements and supplements daniel goldhagen s
bestselling hitler s willing executioners 8 pp of illustrations after providing the
reader with the necessary background information author kilzer thoroughly examines all
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possibilities conclusively he identifies hitler s chief henchman as the traitor
codenamed werther book jacket
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The Hitler I Knew
2010-06-01

up to the last moment his overwhelming despotic authority aroused false hopes and
deceived his people and his entourage only at the end when i watched the inglorious
collapse and the obstinacy of his final downfall was i able suddenly to fit together
the bits of mosaic i had been amassing for twelve years into a complete picture of his
opaque and sphinx like personality if my contemporaries fail to understand me those who
came after will surely profit from this account otto dietrich when otto dietrich was
invited in 1933 to become adolf hitler s press chief he accepted with the simple
uncritical conviction that adolf hitler was a great man dedicated to promoting peace
and welfare for the german people at the end of the war imprisoned and disillusioned
otto dietrich sat down to write what he had seen and heard in twelve years of the
closest association with hitler requesting that it be published after his death
dietrich s role placed him in a privileged position he was hired by hitler in 1933 was
his confidant until 1945 and he worked and clashed with joseph goebbels his direct
personal experience of life at the heat of the reich makes for compelling reading

The Hitler of History
2011-04-06

in this brilliant strikingly original book historian john lukacs delves to the core of
adolf hitler s life and mind by examining him through the lenses of his surprisingly
diverse biographers since 1945 there have been more than one hundred biographies of
hitler and countless other books on him and the third reich what happens when so many
people reinterpret the life of a single individual dangerously the cumulative portrait
that begins to emerge can suggest the face of a mythic antihero whose crimes and errors
blur behind an aura of power and conquest by reversing the process by making hitler s
biographers rather than hitler himself the subject of inquiry lukacs reveals the
contradictions that take us back to the true hitler of history like an attorney lukacs
puts the biographies on trial he gives a masterly account of all the major works and of
the personalities methods and careers of the biographers one cannot separate the
historian from his history particularly in this arena he looks at what is still not
known and probably never will be about hitler he considers various crucial aspects of
the real hitler and he shows how different biographers have either advanced our
understanding or gone off track by singling out those who have been involved in or co
opted into an implicit rehabilitation of hitler lukacs draws powerful conclusions about
hitler s essential differences from other monsters of history such as napoleon
mussolini and stalin and equally important about hitler s place in the history of this
century and of the world

The Hitler I Knew
2023-04-06

up to the last moment his overwhelming despotic authority aroused false hopes and
deceived his people and his entourage only at the end when i watched the inglorious
collapse and the obstinacy of his final downfall was i able suddenly to fit together
the bits of mosaic i had been amassing for twelve years into a complete picture of his
opaque and sphinx like personality otto dietrich when otto dietrich was invited in 1933
to become adolf hitler s press chief he accepted with the simple uncritical conviction
that adolf hitler was a great man dedicated to promoting peace and the welfare for the
german people at the end of the war imprisoned and disillusioned dietrich sat down to
write what he had seen and heard in twelve years of the closest association with hitler
requesting that it be published after his death dietrich s role placed him in a
privileged position he was hired by hitler in 1933 and was a confidant until 1945 and
he worked and clashed with joseph goebbels his direct personal experience of life at
the heart in the reich makes for compelling reading

The Hitler Bloodline
2023-08-17

adolf hitler was one of six children born to his mother and one of eight born to his
father from two of his three marriages alois hitler né schicklgruber was an official of
the austrian customs service and the combination of an imperial uniform and a severe
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drinking habit seems to have ensured that hitler s father was a drunken bully given to
beating his children if they were not instantly obedient alois had two children alois
junior and angela by his second wife and six by his third hitler s mother clara of whom
four all boys died at birth or in infancy young adolf was therefore left with a half
brother alois and half sister angela and a full sister paula who died in 1960 when
hitler killed himself in april 1945 all his siblings were still living and some had
children of their own so what happened to them the answer is that no one was really
certain until david gardner published this book in 2001 having patiently and
steadfastly tracked down hitler s living relations to the usa and made contact with
some of them now revised and updated this is a fascinating study of a little known side
of hitler s history as well as a riveting account of how the author traced and
contacted the survivors of a bloodline that most of the world probably hoped had become
extinct

Adolf Hitler and the Rise of the Third Reich
2015-12-15

in depth analysis and narrative prose explain the climate of germany post world war i
and make it clear to students exactly who adolf hitler was and what his political
aspirations for germany were a clear chronology of the early twentieth century will
enlighten readers about the rise of the third reich and its leader

The Hitler State
1981

h w koch himself a former hitler youth brings a unique sensitivity and perspective to
the history of one of the most fascinating vehicles for nazi thought and propaganda he
traces the hitler youth movement from its antecedents in nineteenth century german
romanticism and pre 1914 youth culture through the world war i radicaliztion of german
youth to its ultimate exploitation by the nazi party

The Hitler Youth
2000-08-08

describes the growth of the hitler myth and the fascination which hitler had for people
analyzes the themes and methods used by hitler based on his book mein kampf and on his
speeches including his attacks on the jews deals especially with his language the
phraseology of sacrifice of nature and of prophecy for material relating to nazi laws
against the jews see pp 159 174

Hitler
1975-07-03

in modern times the recruitment of children into a political organization and ideology
reached its boldest embodiment in the hitler youth founded in 1933 soon after the nazi
party assumed power in germany determining that by age ten children s minds could be
turned from play to politics the regime inducted nearly all german juveniles between
the ages of ten and eighteen into its state run organization the result was a potent
tool for bending young minds and hearts to the will of adolf hitler baldur von schirach
headed a strict chain of command whose goal was to shift the adolescents sense of
obedience from home and school to the racially defined volk and the third reich luring
boys and girls into hitler youth ranks by offering them status uniforms and weekend
hikes the nazis turned campgrounds into premilitary training sites air guns into
machine guns sing alongs into marching drills instruction into indoctrination and
children into nazis a few resisted for personal or political reasons but the
overwhelming majority enlisted drawing on original reports letters diaries and memoirs
michael h kater traces the history of the hitler youth examining the means degree and
impact of conversion and the subsequent fate of young recruits millions of hitler youth
joined the armed forces thousands gleefully participated in the subjugation of foreign
peoples and the obliteration of racial aliens although young they committed crimes
against humanity for which they cannot escape judgment their story stands as a harsh
reminder of the moral bankruptcy of regimes that make children complicit in crimes of
the state
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Hitler Youth
2009-06-30

heinrich hoffmann was the photographer to kings princes and the glitterati of the first
half of the 20th century his archive of images ran into the millions and he grew to be
rich and moderately famous an assistant in london to emil otto hoppé the undisputed
leader of pictorial portraiture in europe at the time hoffmann returned to germany
progressed through the tumult of wwi into the chaos of the weimar and there he came
into contact with an idealist with a growing following adolf hitler as official court
photographer heinrich hoffmann played a critical role in the painstaking cultivation of
hitler s public image and the glorification of the third reich however his influence
stretched far beyond the realm of propaganda not only was he present during many of the
key moments in the history of the third reich he was also a close personal friend of
the führer with exclusive and intimate access to hitler s inner circle and to the man
himself it was hoffmann who introduced hitler to eva braun his studio assistant it was
also hoffmann with whom hitler was on a trip from munich to hamburg when the führer
received word that his beloved niece geli raubal had committed suicide hoffmann took
over two million photographs of hitler and published several books including the hitler
nobody knows 1933 at the end of the war hoffmann was arrested by the u s military who
seized his photographic archive and was sentenced to imprisonment for nazi profiteering
these memoirs were first published in english in 1955 four years after his release from
prison and represent a crucial eyewitness source for the historian and general reader
alike

Hitler Was My Friend
2018-09-03

interpretative study of the hitler state now available in english an important
contribution to the study of totalitarian states

The Hitler State
2014-06-06

adolf hitler remains one of the most discussed figures in world history every year an
untold number of articles and books are published and television programs and internet
pages are produced by respected historians through to amateur conspiracy theorists one
of the consequences of this continuous flow of stories is that over time increasing
numbers of falsehoods and fabrications have emerged about hitler many of these have
subsequently gained credence by virtue of their constant repetition however bizarre
they may be these include such claims that hitler was impotent contradicted by another
myth that he had an illegitimate son that he had jewish ancestors or that he had killed
his niece another claim one of the most persistent is that he did not commit suicide
but escaped berlin to live in argentina for years after the war despite his well
recorded failing health what is the truth about his corpse his sexual experiences his
years of poverty his complete dominance of his subordinates how much of what we think
we know is the result of intentional or misunderstood modern interpretations many
rumours also circulated during hitler s life and with the passage of time have been
presented as facts despite having no substantial foundation was hitler really a hero of
the first world war and if so why was he not promoted beyond the rank of corporal was
he the true author of mein kampf and did he write a second book that was never
published and was hitler initially a socialist in the hitler myths the author
clinically dissects many of these myths often in a highly amusing fashion as he exposes
the inaccuracies and impossibilities of the stories the myths the familiar and the
obscure are discussed chronologically following the course of hitler s life in his
analysis of each of the myths the author draws on an array of sources to prove or
disprove the rumours and speculations once and for all

The Hitler Myths
2022-05-05

brilliant a 5 out of 5 masterpiece evening standard the renowned historian of the third
reich takes on the conspiracy theories surrounding adolf hitler and the nazis in a
vital history book for the post truth age the idea that nothing happens by chance in
history that nothing is quite what it seems to be at first sight that everything that
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occurs is the result of the secret machinations of malign groups of people manipulating
everything from behind the scenes is as old as history itself but conspiracy theories
are becoming more popular and more widespread in the twenty first century nowhere have
they become more obvious than in revisionist accounts of the history of the third reich
long discredited conspiracy theories have taken on a new lease of life given credence
by claims of freshly discovered evidence and novel angles of investigation this book
takes five widely discussed claims involving hitler and the nazis and subjects them to
forensic scrutiny that the jews were conspiring to undermine civilization as outlined
in the protocols of the elders of zion that the german army was stabbed in the back by
socialists and jews in 1918 that the nazis burned down the reichstag in order to seize
power that rudolf hess flight to the uk in 1941 was sanctioned by hitler and conveyed
peace terms suppressed by churchill and that hitler escaped the bunker in 1945 and fled
to south america in doing so it teases out some surprising features these and other
conspiracy theories have in common this is a history book but it is a history book for
the age of post truth and alternative facts a book for our own troubled times

The Hitler Conspiracies
2020-10-01

heinz linge worked with adolf hitler for a ten year period from 1935 until the führer s
death in the berlin bunker in may 1945 he was one of the last to leave the bunker and
was responsible for guarding the door while hitler killed himself during his years of
service linge was responsible for all aspects of hitler s household and was constantly
by his side he claims that only eva braun stood closer to hitler over these years here
linge recounts the daily routine in hitler s household his eating habits his foibles
his preferences his sense of humor and his private life with eva braun in fact linge
believed hitler s closest companion was his dog blondi after the war linge said in an
interview it was easier for him to sign a death warrant for an officer on the front
than to swallow bad news about the health of his dog linge also charts the changes in
hitler s character during their time together and his fading health during the last
years of the war during his last days hitler s right eye began to hurt intensely and
linge was responsible for administering cocaine drops to kill the pain in a number of
instances such as with the stauffenberg bomb plot of july 1944 linge gives an excellent
eyewitness account of events he also gives thumbnail profiles of the prominent members
of hitler s court hess speer bormann and ribbentrop amongst them though linge held an
ss rank he claims not to have been a nazi party member his profile of one of history s
worst demons is not blindly uncritical but it is nonetheless affectionate the hitler
that emerges is a multi faceted individual unpredictable and demanding but not of an
otherwise unpleasant nature

With Hitler to the End
2009-09-01

this eyewitness account was compiled for one man s eyes only those of josef stalin one
of the first biographies of adolf hitler it derives from the testimony of his two
closest assistants interrogated at the soviet leader s command in order to understand
the psychology of his greatest enemy and to be certain that he was dead book jacket

The Hitler Book
2005-11-07

more than thirty years after his first investigation of the nazi underground peter
levenda has returned again and again to his quest for the truth about the true
character of the nazi cult and the people and political movements it has influenced in
the decades since the end of world war ii the wide sweep of this investigation moves
from a ku klux klan headquarters in reading pennsylvania to the new york city office of
the palestine liberation organization from the apartment of a notorious neo nazi leader
to an islamic boarding school headquarters of the man who ordered the bali bombings
when levenda uncovered the existence of a nazi underworld in asia the nexus of religion
politics terrorism and occult beliefs was revealed to be the real domain of the threat
to global security meticulously researched from both archival material and declassified
intelligence agency files to personal interviews and investigations undertaken in asia
europe and latin america the hitler legacy is the story of how the mistakes of the 20th
century have come home to roost in the 21st this book will challenge the conventional
thinking about such subjects as the muslim brotherhood and islamist terrorism and even
about the alleged death of one of history s most infamous killers adolf hitler
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The Testament of Adolf Hitler
1978

eighty two percent of german boys and girls between the ages of ten and eighteen
belonged to hitlerjugend hitler youth or one of its affiliates by the time membership
became fully compulsory in 1939 these adolescents were recognized by the ss an
exclusive cadre of nazi zealots as a source of future recruits to its own elite ranks
which were made up largely of men under the age of thirty in this book gerhard rempel
examines the special relationship that developed between these two most youthful and
dynamic branches of the national socialist movement and concludes that the coalition
gave nazism much of its passionate energy and contributed greatly to its initial
political and military success rempel center his analysis of the hj ss relationship on
two branches of the hitler youth the first of these the patrol service was established
as a juvenile police force to pursue ideological and social deviants political
opponents and non conformists within the hj and among german youth at large under ss
influence however membership in the organization became a preliminary apprenticeship
for boys who would go on to be agents and soldiers in such ss controlled units as the
gestapo and death s head formations the second the land service was created by hj to
encourage a return to farm living but this battle to reverse the flight from the land
took on military significance as the ss sought to use the land service to create
defense peasants who would provide a reliable food supply while defending the
fatherland the transformation of the patrol and land services like that of the hj
generally served ss ends at the same time that it secured for the nazi regime the
practical and ideological support of germany s youth by fostering in the hitler youth
as national community of the young the ss believed it could convert the popular
movement of nazism into a protomilitary program to produce ideologically pure and
committed soldiers and leaders who would keep the movement young and vital

The Hitler Legacy
2014-11-08

sometimes the smallest detail reveals the most about a culture in heil hitler the
history of a gesture sociologist tilman allert uses the nazi transformation of the most
mundane human interaction the greeting to show how national socialism brought about the
submission and conformity of a whole society made compulsory in 1933 the hitler salute
developed into a daily reflex in a matter of mere months and quickly became the norm in
schools at work among friends and even at home adults denounced neighbors who refused
to raise their arms and children were given tiny hitler dolls with movable right arms
so they could practice the pernicious salute the constantly reiterated declaration of
loyalty at once controlled public transactions and fractured personal relationships and
always the greeting sacralized hitler investing him and his regime with a divine aura
publishers description

Hitler's Children
2015-07-15

a candid and revealing memoir shows a normal boy and a family at war and in its
aftermath determined to do what it took to survive fascinating the great war when adolf
hitler and the nazi party came into power in 1933 he promised the downtrodden
demoralized and economically broken people of germany a new beginning and a strong
future millions flocked to his message including a corps of young people called the
hitlerjugend the hitler youth by 1942 hitler had transformed germany into a juggernaut
of war that swept over europe and threatened to conquer the world it was in that year
that a nine year old wilhelm reinhard gehlen took the jungvolk oath vowing to give his
life for hitler this is the story of wilhelm gehlen s childhood in nazi germany during
world war ii and the awful circumstances which he and his friends and family had to
endure during and following the war including a handful of recipes and descriptions of
the strange and sometimes disgusting food that nevertheless kept people alive this book
sheds light on the truly awful conditions and the twisted mistaken devotion held by
members of the hitler youth that it was their duty to do everything possible to save
the thousand year reich

The Hitler Salute
2008-04
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the bundle of 31 letters the pages of which had long yellowed with age had lain hidden
in the attic where they were found for over a century only when the razor sharp script
was examined further did historians discover just who had written them and that person
alois was adolf hitler s father born alois schicklgruber on 7 june 1837 the identity of
his biological father still undisclosed alois eventually became a civil servant in the
austrian customs service at around the age of 40 alois changed his family name from
schicklgruber to hitler his infamous son being born some eleven years later the
contents of the re discovered letters have allowed the renowned historian and author
roman sandgruber to reassess the image that we have of alois offering the world a
completely new and authentic impression of the man in hitler s father sandgruber re
examines alois personality and how he significantly shaped the young adolf the letters
also shed further light onto the everyday life of the hitler family as whole a story
which is often characterized by myths inventions and assumptions they have given the
author the opportunity to recount the childhood and youth of the future dictator
painting a dramatic picture of the führer growing up these letters also help answer the
question that is so often asked how could a child from an upper austrian province
seemingly a failure and self taught rise to a position of such power indeed adolf
hitler s father and the province seemingly lay heavily on him until his suicide in the
führerbunker in 1945 the author examines how the young hitler s lowly upbringing may
have affected him in the years that followed years which shaped the history of the
whole world

Hitler's Home Front
2016-09-30

hitler believed himself to be as much an artist as a politician and his rise to power
owed a great deal to the creation of myth around his own personality in his germany
politics and culture became one the cult of celebrity nurtured and driven by hitler and
his acolyte joseph goebbels in their version of hollywood there were scandals starlets
secret agents premieres and the infamous casting couch but one of the actresses was a
soviet agent who held the key to killing the führer hitler and the nazi cult of
celebrity probes the correlation between art and ambition shows how films were used as
weapons and uncovers the sexual predilections of the nazi hierarchy it also brings to
light previously unpublished information about the hitler film goebbels saw as the
greatest story ever told which was in the planning even as hitler himself was heading
for his own wagnerian finale

Hitler's Father
2022-10-21

was hitler just a lone assassin of nations just a crazy fanatic who somehow managed to
take power in a powerful nation and threaten world domination and destruction do all
germans genetically have fascist tendencies the short answer is no to both of these
mythologies and numerous others from hollywood and similar places yet despite the
importance of the subject and shelves full of books and scholarly writings on the topic
only this study by helga zepp larouche and a schiller institute research team actually
approximates a thorough analysis of hitler and the nazi movement its origins and
mystical philosophy its fascist economic policies its race science its backers and
promoters its drug and gun running its terrorism and assassinations most importantly
this book tracks the nazi apparatus transformation into today s green anti human
movement and religious terrorism at the end of the war intelligence services engaged in
a mad scramble to preserve and take over the nazi old boys networks don t be so sure
that the old swastika is gone for good trappings and tactics have changed somewhat but
the threat of global destruction is still hanging over us read this book and ensure
that mankind can overcome the continuing menace and create a future of progress for all

Hitler and the Nazi Cult of Celebrity
2012-05-15

from the time his nazi regime launched world war ii to the present adolf hitler has
frequently been depicted on film he was largely ridiculed at first since laughter was a
powerful weapon and morale booster for nations at war later representations were more
somber and realistic yet hitler s image never escaped the undertone of scorn this book
concentrates exclusively on portrayals of hitler in feature films and television
miniseries the filmography covers films with a factual historical storyline fictional
stories alternate histories parodies and films where actors playing hitler have a cameo
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each entry provides production credits an annotated cast list an analysis and synopsis
of the film an evaluation of the actor playing hitler in terms of the strengths and
weaknesses of his portrayal and representative quotations from the film

The Hitler Book
1984

what did hitler really say about the jews in his own words adolf hitler has become one
of the world s most recognized anti semites in history barely a day goes by without his
name being mentioned in the controlled media more than sixty years after his death
books continue to be produced about hitler and the third reich by the thousand year
after year and as the heap of works mount up hysterical exaggeration and distortions
have become the norm this is particularly so with the issue of jews and anti semitism
the controlled media continues to insist on the most ludicrous far fetched reasons for
hitlerian anti semitism from allegations of jewish ancestry the medical treatment
according his mother to irrational fears or other psychological babble this book cuts
through the lies and propaganda about national socialist anti semitism by going
directly to the source adolf hitler himself to achieve this task the compiler combed
through hundreds of hitler s speeches and his major writing dating from 1919 to april
1945 the end result of this labor is the production without commentary in in hitler s
own words why he was an anti semite apart from the expected topics the press finance
and politics all of which hitler argued were under jewish control the subjects
addressed include deeper issues which explain the jewish presence in europe their
influence upon society culture and art and race this is a riveting read from beginning
to end and is vital for anyone seeking a real understanding of the hitler phenomena

The Hitler Filmography
2015-07-11

the second volume of a new chronicle of the third reich under hitler s hand ending with
his death and germany s disastrous defeat in the hitler years disaster 1940 1945 frank
mcdonough completes his brilliant two volume history of germany under hitler s third
reich at the beginning of 1940 germany was at the pinnacle of its power by may 1945
hitler was dead and germany had suffered a disastrous defeat hitler had failed to
achieve his aim of making germany a super power and had left her people to cope with
the endless shame of the holocaust despite hitler s grand ambitions and the successful
early stages of the third reich s advances into europe frank mcdonough convincingly
argues that germany was only ever a middle ranking power and never truly stood a chance
against the combined forces of the allies in this second volume of the hitler years
professor frank mcdonough charts the dramatic change of fortune for the third reich and
germany s ultimate defeat

Hitler Speaks on the Jews
2019-02-04

a lively chronicle of the 1983 sensation in which historians and the media and their
credulous public were tricked by a petty german thief into temporarily rewriting the
history of the third reich handwriting expert hamilton details his role in exposing the
hoax and recounts the circus like trial annotation copyrighted by book news inc
portland or

The Hitler Years: Disaster, 1940-1945
2021-10-12

the classic eye witness account of nazi germany by hitler s armaments minister and
right hand man inside the third reich is not only the most significant personal german
account to come out of the war but the most revealing document on the hitler phenomenon
yet written it takes the reader inside nazi germany on four different levels hitler s
inner circle national socialism as a whole the area of wartime production and the inner
struggle of albert speer the author does not try to make excuses even by implication
and is unrelenting toward himself and his associates speer s full length portrait of
hitler has unnerving reality the führer emerges as neither an incompetent nor a carpet
gnawing madman but as an evil genius of warped conceits endowed with an ineffable
personal magic new york times
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The Hitler Diaries
1991

the personality of hitler himself can hardly explain his immense hold over the german
people this study a revised version of a book previously published in germany under the
title der hitler mythos volksmeinung und propaganda im dritten reich examines how the
nazis experts in propaganda accomplished the virtual deification of the führer based
largely on the reports of government officials party agencies and political opponents
dr kershaw charts the creation growth and decline of the hitler myth

Inside The Third Reich
2015-11-26

the first book to present the so called hitler library it sheds new light on the
readings of hitler and on his techniques how to read a book hitler presented himself as
an ideal reader of schopenhauer nevertheless his remarks destroy that image
particularly if we see how he read ernst jünger richard wagner or paul de lagarde and
how he reread mein kampf the book describes the gnostic character of the phenomenon as
an explication of the success of nazism and that of the hitler myth and challenges the
static views of traditional historiography

The Hitler Cult
1939

a collection of 126 items from source materials documents excerpts from books etc
dealing with various aspects of the history of nazi germany with essays and comments by
the editors pp 185 188 survey nazi racist ideology in reference to the jews see
especially ch 13 pp 397 425 the solutions to the jewish problem 1933 1941 items 94 102
and ch 14 pp 427 455 the death camps 1941 1945 items 103 106

The `Hitler Myth'
1987-06-04

now available in a single abridged paperback ian kershaw s hitler is the definitive
biography of the nazi leader ian kershaw s two volume biography hitler 1889 1936 hubris
and hitler 1936 1945 nemesis was greeted with universal acclaim as the essential work
on one of the most malign figures in history from his earliest origins to the final
days of the second world war now this landmark historical work is available in one
single abridged edition tracing the story of how a bitter failed art student from an
obscure corner of austria rose to unparalleled power destroying the lives of millions
and bringing the world to the brink of armageddon supersedes all previous accounts it
is the sort of masterly biography that only a first rate historian can write david
cannadine observer the hitler biography for the twenty first century richard evans
sunday telegraph i cannot imagine a better biography of this great tyrant emerging for
a long while jeremy paxman magisterial anyone who wishes to understand the third reich
must read kershaw for no one has done more to lay bare hitler s morbid psyche niall
ferguson sunday telegraph

Hitler's Library
2023-09-15

hitler s secret book is his forthright and chilling blueprint for world conquest and
domination written prior to mein kampf this manuscript was hitler s first synthesis of
his political goals and the methods by which he intended to achieve them hitler had
ordered the book locked away but the manuscript was unearthed among millions of
captured war documents finally brought to light for readers everywhere hitler s secret
book is a fascinating look inside the mind of the man who molded the third reich

Inside Hitler's Germany
1992

originally published in 1953 this masterly study of heinrich himmler is a forceful
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dispassionate analysis of a man who rose from obscure beginnings as an agricultural
student to a position of almost absolute power until in the nazi twilight he challenged
hitler himself outwardly insignificant diffident possessing neither the flamboyance of
goering nor the incisiveness of goebbels himmler head of the dreaded secret police yet
made himself the man most feared in the nazi hierarchy and as much by his friends as
his enemies only when the incredible facts about himmler s extraordinary hold over his
colleagues became known were the full depths of the infamy to which nazism had brought
germany revealed based on journalist willi frischauer s unique knowledge of the
background and sequence of events which gave rise to the hitler regime he manages to
unearth the evidence building up stone by stone the mosaic of himmler s true portrait a
fully documented and unforgettable narrative

Hitler
2013-03-07

hitler and the rise of the nazi party begins with an overview of the personality and
early life of adolf hitler and proceeds to examine the early years of the nazi party
and the major factors which led to the growth of support for it among ordinary germans
in particular it looks at organisation and party propaganda during this period and
reassesses some of the commonly assumed reasons for hitlers appointment as german
chancellor in january 1933

Hitler State
1985

what made six ordinary men instigate the terrifying criminal nazi regime throughout
german society and beyond with such enthusiasm and diligence supported by recently
discovered files from all over the world and interviews with former nazi members and
victims guido knopp examines the background and activities of some of hitler s right
hand men here is adolf eichmann who arranged the deportation of jews in crowded trains
before sentencing thousands to a terrifying death as part of the final solution martin
bormann hitler s secretary and deputy who controlled sensitive papers to influence
government policy joachim von ribbentrop hitler s foreign advisor roland friesler known
as the hanging judge on account of his brutality in administrating nazi law baldur von
schirach leader of the hitler youth movement and joseph mengele the doctor involved in
the bizarre genetic experiments on concentration camp prisoners these very different
people all shared an awestruck dedication to hitler and a deep hatred of the jews

Hitler's Secret Book
1986

fifty six years after adolf hitler s suicide his legacy lives agonizingly on in myriad
forms from hero worshipping tourists at berchtesgaden to reactionary academics the
hitler virus complements and supplements daniel goldhagen s bestselling hitler s
willing executioners 8 pp of illustrations
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after providing the reader with the necessary background information author kilzer
thoroughly examines all possibilities conclusively he identifies hitler s chief
henchman as the traitor codenamed werther book jacket
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